Residual effects of tracer in sequential double label deoxyglucose studies.
The validity of sequential double label deoxyglucose (DG) determinations of local metabolic rate for glucose (IMRglc) was examined by quantifying the degree of trapping of residual first DG tracer during the second experimental period. One sciatic nerve was repetitively stimulated for 25 min, beginning either at the time of the DG injection or 25 min later. IMRglc in the ipsilateral dorsal horn of the lumbar spinal cord was found to be 105% and 56%, respectively, greater than that of the contralateral unstimulated side. Attempts to lower the body burden of radioactive DG by exchange blood transfusion failed to reduce this delayed effect. These data indicate that residual effects of the first tracer could obscure possible differences in IMRglc between two sequential experimental states.